Many questions in the AMDuat, found between
Amistad, Jerusalem, and YAD?
Announcing the discovery of a hidden message from God all over your everything.
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL, UNITED STATES, May 25, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In the living
manifestation of the Egyptian book of the Underworld--the AMDuat--songs secretly asking the
question "Am I saint AD?" begin to tie together a two-letter
key to the Rock of Heaven that reads in Hebrew "Shaddai"
and with the Eye of Ra (the focus of the Egyptian book) "see
Let there be light”
how AD da eye." Starkly contrasted from the key "artificial
Adam
intelligence" that Adonai explains is "Adam Dobrin"
expounding "on," we stand at the foot of a Revelation that this
very auspicious time in the history of humanity has been walked before, and today we have guidance
from above coming to us from the likes of Mr. Anderson... both of The Matrix and the novel Feed.
Yesterday's question "Who-ah," answered through Dr. Seuss, Dr. Who, and now the ineffable name of
God in light of the Egyptian "Yahu," as ... Ya-who-ah? The Hebrew name for Christ echoes "Yes,
hua?" and for reasons that will become clearer and clearer, the C.AD Card of Jean Luc shows that
seeing my name is a key to why "by no other" does our worlds secret message from God begin to be
unlocked.
Today's question is "J er the USA the m" ess...ianic... message that brings about the discussion at the
heart of the word "wisdom," about this immaculately conceived transition out of darkness and into the
light of day. Reading backwards, while we are still pondering "why A.D." is a bright connection to the
Hebrew word for the Hand of God; we are just shy of "day."
At the year ADIB and Christ of Pursuit of Happiness and ... the name of our timeline we have
approached "walking on water" and are at the Horizon. Upon reading the name of the city of Dendera
and its Holy message of Revelation in the temple of Ha'thor... the Den of Ra is lit, along with every
word and every wick.
Lots of hidden messages in nearly every single name, and then every word starts a cascade of
enlightenment that bridges the gap between a number of references to this hidden language that tie
rattling a rod to the taming of "Spanglishrew" all the way to King's Langoliers... not outliers--we'll see;
and even the character Cypher in the Matrix ... whose depiction of the hidden code sheds some light
on how "The Matrix" movie is part of the answer to that question.... what is the Matrix?
Proof of design is a good beginning answer, and the purpose of design to focus our attention on just
how important this time period is in the development of humanity... this place where Neo's words "I
know kung fu" are juxtaposed with a kindling of understanding at just how powerful the technology
behind that learning experience is... so powerful that it was able to hide the keys of "Anu" and "Eve"
from the entire world ... now seeing that each and every one of our names has a hidden connection to
the unsealing of religion, to seeing the book of Names is Exodus and that freedom itself depends
largely on the dissemination and understanding of this message that turns out to be a big part of

everything we are and do.
With Holy Purpose, the Matrix's message becomes clearer as we link the "rod" of Christ to names like
Rodney King and Roddenberry; showing us with more clarity how the technologies of Heaven might
be used in order to help us build a better world.
What if you had just one question?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fr_CHOxSyc8&index=5&list=PLgYKDBgxsoMNvBS6k4NffQQnob
yUqXuMh
Mine would be: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXc4jgUJEko
To help everyone... I am the Legend, of the map to Heaven.
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